
Natalie is a cycle breaker, researcher, medicine woman, and business owner on a quest to help humans
take their power back in their life, business, and bodies! She is a vessel for Metaphysical Magick, Life &
Business Guidance, and one of the voices of Gaia.
 
After getting her B.S. degree in Business, Marketing, Natalie did a fast climb up the corporate ladder in
executive marketing & sales roles, traveling and living in cities like San Francisco and New York City. After
17 years and reaching VP status, she decided to leave the toxic realm she was stuck in and start her own
path back to the ancient soul within her...
 
In 2016, she founded a creative company called Team Gu, which she runs with her husband, Mark. They
focus on creative content via writing, design, and video. In 2018, Natalie had a dream that instructed her to
start the Disrupt Now Program & Podcast. Through these efforts, her mission is to help humans understand
how to awaken to their unique magick to get their truth into the world, and how to heal and align back with
Gaia to usher in the new paradigm that's here. Natalie is also a healer on her own healing journey, and is a
Master Herbalist-In-Training.

How to use clairvoyant and intuitive powers in your every day
What it REALLY means to be a light warrior/lightworker and how to reawaken the mission within
Reawakening the metaphysical magick within and taking our power back
 A Medicine Woman's guide to finding medicine in everything: turn "why is this happening to me" into
"what is this revealing to me" 
Doing business and owning a company as a heart-based business owner... "New Earth Marketing"
How we've been lied to about heath and healing since the days of Louis Pasteur

Great conversation angles: Being a clairvoyant & intuitive, what a "witch" and medicine woman means,
ancient truths about the Divine Feminine or ETs etc.,  what is the "New Earth",  being a heart-based business
owner, what is magick, herbal medicine, natural healing, understanding the toxins in our world, being a highly
sensitive person (HSP), and more!

SOME UNCONVENTIONAL EPISODE CONCEPTS: 
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NATALIE  VIGLIONE
It's time to take our power back...

www.natalieviglione.com 
Or go explore www.teamgu.com and www.disruptnowprogram.com
Email us: info@natalieviglione.com 

@reawakeningmagick
@disruptnowpodcast

@DisruptNowLifeandBusinessGuide
@TeamGuCreativeContent

"What I know is that I can acknowledge you, Natalie, all day long of
how much just your presence in my life has given me the opportunity to
set boundaries. What I know is that you better have people around you

that not only will help you clean up a mess, but also how much your
steadiness in showing up for visionaries like me is of so much value.

Just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate you." 
- Liz T., Arizona, Author+Health Coach
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